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Before using for the first time 

▲Wipe the appliance and the crumb tray with a slightly damp cloth. 

▲Clean the accessories as described in the section Cleaning. 

▲Switch on the toasting function of the appliance 3 to 4 times ‹‹without bread and set 

to maximum browning level. Ensure sufficient ventilation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Operation 

This section contains important information on the operation of the appliance. 

 

 

Safety tips  

WARNING 

Danger of burns! Hot steam may escape during operation and parts of the 

appliance become very hot. 

▲Observe the following safety precautions to avoid burning yourself. 

▲Keep your body away from escaping steam. 

▲Do not touch the hot surfaces during operation. 

▲Do not cover the toasting slots. 

 

 

Toasting 

General notes 

▲Various different levels of browning are necessary and depend on the type of 

bread: 

white bread should be toasted at a low level, darker varieties require a higher 

setting. 

▲Set a browning level of 3 or 4 until you are familiar with the appliance. 

▲Set the browning level to allow the toast to become a golden yellow and not too 

dark or brown. 

▲Only use bread slices that fit into the slot of the toaster.  

▲Only operate the appliance when the crumb tray has been correctly inserted. 

▲Set a lower browning level only when you only want to toast one slice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Toasting 

▲Insert one or two slices of bread into the toaster slot (4). 

▲Turn the rotary knob (23) to the desired browning level 

NOTE 

Level 1: lowest browning level. 

Level 7: highest browning level. 

▲Press the lifting mechanism (3) down until it locks. Toasting will start 

automatically. 

The "Toasting" indicator lamp (19) turns on. 

 

NOTE 

▲The lifting mechanism only locks at the bottom when the appliance is connected 

to the mains. 

▲After toasting is completed, the appliance automatically switches itself off and 

the lifting mechanism returns to its upper position. The "Toasting" indicator lamp 

(19) goes out. 

▲Remove the bread from the slots. 

NOTE 

▲You can push up the lifting mechanism manually. This simplifies removal of the 

toast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Operation 

 

Stop toasting 

▲ Press the "Cancel" button (20) to stop the toasting process. 

The lifting mechanism (3) returns to the upper position.  

The "Toasting" indicator lamp (19) goes out. 

 

 

Toasting frozen bread 

▲Begin toasting as described in the section Toasting. 

 

▲Also press the "Defrost" button (17). The "Defrost" indicator lamp (17) lights up. 

After toasting is completed, the "Defrost" indicator lamp (17) goes out. 

 

 

Reheating toast 

The appliance is equipped with a heating function that allows you to reheat already 

toasted food. 

 

▲Begin toasting as described in the section ‹‹Toasting. 

 

▲Also press the "Reheat" button (15). The "Reheat" indicator ‹‹lamp (16) lights 

up. 

After toasting is completed, the "Reheat" indicator lamp (16) goes out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Toasting bagels 

Bagels can be browned in both of the toaster slots (4) in the same way as bread slices 

or warmed up with the help of the bun rack (5). 

 

NOTE 

▲ Depending on the supplier, bagels have different thicknesses and may not always 

fit into the toaster slot. In this case, cut the bagel into two halves or use the bun 

rack (5) to warm up the whole bagel. 

 

Removing a piece of toast 

Danger 

Electric shock hazard! 

Contact with live leads or components poses a risk of serious injury or even 

death! 

Observe the following safety precautions to avoid any electric shock hazard: 

▲Remove the plug and let the appliance cool down before removing toasted food. 

▲Do not use sharp tools as these may damage the heating element and could also 

lead to injury. 

 

◆Remove the toasted food carefully to prevent damage to the slots. 

 

Using the bun rack 

◆Unfold both handles on the bun rack (5) and then fit the bun rack onto the appliance. 

The handles must lock into the recesses on the appliance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆Place a maximum of two buns onto the bun rack‹ 

◆Turn the rotary knob (23) to the desired browning level 



 

NOTE 

▲Choose a browning level between the lowest and middle levels 

 

◆Press the lifting mechanism (3) down until it locks. Toasting will start automatically. The 

"Toasting" indicator lamp (19) turns on. 

◆After toasting is completed, the appliance automatically switches itself off and the lifting 

mechanism (3) returns to its upper position. The "Toasting" indicator lamp (19) goes out. 

◆Turn the buns over and press the lifting mechanism (3) down to switch on the toaster again. 

◆Allow the appliance to cool down before removing the bun rack. 

 

Using the mini pan 

The mini pan is used for: 

■frying foodstuffs 

■boiling eggs. Use the egg holder insert (9) for boiling eggs. 

■poaching eggs. Use the poaching dish (8) for poaching eggs. 

■reheating previously cooked meals. Use the steamer insert (7) for reheating.  

 

WARNING 

The appliance and the food heated in it become very hot and hot steam can 

escape during operation! 

Observe the following safety precautions to avoid burning yourself. 

▲Do not touch the hot surfaces during operation. 

▲Keep your body away from escaping steam. 

 

General notes 

■The mini pan can be used independently of the "Toasting" function. 

■You can boil up to 6 eggs or poach 3 eggs at the same time. 

■The time required for boiling depends on the desired hardness, the number and 

size of the eggs. 

■Use fresh water for cooking. 

■Use the scale on the measuring cup (11) supplied to measure the amount of water. 

■The scale indicates the required amount of water depending on the desired   

hardness and number of eggs to be boiled. 

 

 

 

 

 



Operation 

Notes on the non-stick coating of the mini pan 

CAUTION 

Damage to the non-stick coating by scratching or overheating! 

The surface of the pan has a non-stick coating. Observe the following instructions 

to avoid damage: 

■Do not cut any food in the pan 

■Only use the spatula (12) or spoons suitable for non-stick pans when stirring 

or turning food. 

■Do not overheat the pan when it is empty. 

 

Food preparation times 

 

 

 

 



Boiling eggs 

◆Remove all accessories from the mini pan (10) 

◆Use the measuring cup (11) to determine the amount of water required and pour the 

water into the mini pan (10). 

◆Place the egg holder insert (9) onto the mini pan (10). 

◆Prick the eggs with the egg-pricker underneath the measuring cup (11) and place 

them in the egg holder insert. 

 

NOTE 

▲Pricking the eggs prevents the eggshell from cracking during boiling. 

▲Be careful when using the egg pricker. Risk of injury. 

◆Place the lid (6) onto the egg holder insert (9). 

◆Turn the selector switch (22) to the  position. The indicator lamp (21) lights 

up. 

◆Reheating is finished when the water has completely evaporated. An acoustic signal 

is emitted. 

◆Turn the selector switch to the "Off" (middle) position. The indicator lamp (21) 

goes out.  

 

WARNING 

Risk of burns from hot steam! 

Hot steam can escape when the lid is removed. 

▲ Carefully remove the lid to prevent burning by hot steam. 

 

NOTE 

▲Rinse the eggs in cold water after boiling to enable easier removal of the eggshell. 

 

 

 

Operation 
 

Poaching eggs 

◆Remove all accessories from the mini pan (10). 

◆Fill the measuring cup (11) to the "1" mark for soft-boiled eggs ‹‹and pour the 

water into the mini pan (10). 

 

 



 

CAUTION 

Damage is possible by improper use of the appliance! 

Observe the following instructions to avoid property damage: 

▲Only put the egg holder insert directly into the mini pan and not the lid, the 

poaching dish and the steamer insert. 

◆Place the egg holder insert (9) onto the mini pan (10). 

◆Wipe or brush the poaching dish (8) with cooking oil, put the eggs to the 

compartments in the poaching dish and place the poaching dish onto the egg holder 

insert. 

◆Place the lid (6) onto the egg holder insert (9). 

◆Turn the selector switch (22) to the  position. The indicator lamp (21) lights 

up. 

Reheating is finished when the water has completely evaporated. An acoustic signal is 

emitted. 

◆ Turn the selector switch to the "0" (middle) position. The indicator lamp (21) goes 

out.  

 

WARNING 

Risk of burns from hot steam! 

Hot steam can escape when the lid is removed. 

▲Carefully remove the lid to prevent burning by hot steam. 

 

 

 

Reheating previously cooked meals 

◆Remove all accessories from the mini pan (10). 

◆Fill the measuring cup (11) to the "1" mark for soft-boiled eggs and pour the water 

into the mini pan (10). 

◆Place the egg holder insert (9) onto the mini pan (10). 

CAUTION 

Damage is possible by improper use of the appliance! 

Observe the following instructions to avoid property damage: 

Do not put the lid and the steamer insert directly onto the mini pan but instead onto 

the egg holder insert. 

◆Place the steamer insert (7) onto the egg holder insert (9). 

NOTE 

You can use the steamer insert together with the poaching dish. In this case, put the 



filled poaching dish (8) onto the egg holder insert (9) and then the steamer insert (7) 

onto the egg holder insert (9). 

◆Put the food to be reheated onto steamer insert (7). 

◆Put the lid onto the steamer insert (7). 

◆Turn the selector switch (22) to the  position. The indicator lamp (21) lights 

up. 

Reheating is finished when the water has completely evaporated. An acoustic signal is 

emitted. 

◆ Turn the selector switch to the "0" (middle) position. The indicator lamp (21) goes 

out.  

 

WARNING 

Risk of burns from hot steam! 

Hot steam can escape when the lid is removed. 

Carefully remove the lid to prevent burning by hot steam. 

 

 

 

 

Operation 
 

Frying 

◆Remove all accessories from the mini pan (10). 

◆Wipe or brush the cold mini pan each time with cooking oil before using. 

WARNING 

Improper use may cause injury to persons or material damage! 

In addition to the fundamental safety precautions, observe all information stated in 

this section in order to avoid danger. 

▲Do not put any inflammable substances into the pan or in the vicinity of the pan. 

▲Never put the lid (6) onto the mini pan – the transparent plastic is not suitable for 

directly heating the pan. 

◆Turn the selector switch (22) to the position. The indicator lamp (21) lights 

up. 

 

 

NOTE 

▲For best results, preheat the mini pan (10) for a few minutes. 

 



◆Put the food to be fried into the mini pan. 

◆After frying is finished, turn the selector switch to the "0" (middle) position. The 

indicator lamp (21) goes out. 

 

After use 

◆Use a spatula (12) to remove heavier staining from the warm mini pan. 

◆Allow the appliance to cool down. 

◆Clean the appliance and the accessories used as described in the section Cleaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning and maintenance 
This section contains important information on cleaning and maintenance of the 

appliance. 

 

Safety tips Danger 

Electric shock hazard! 

▲ Switch off the appliance and pull the plug out of the mains socket before starting 

cleaning. 

 

WARNING 

Burning risk from the hot appliance! 

The appliance remains hot after use. Danger of burning! 

▲ Wait until the appliance has cooled down before you start to clean it. 

 

 

 

Cleaning 

 

Mini pan 

CAUTION                         

Possible damage to the non-stick coating by scratching! 

The surface of the pan has a non-stick coating. Observe the following instructions to 

avoid damage: 



▲Do not use abrasive cleaning agents or metal brushes, nylon brushes or other 

objects that could scratch the surface when cleaning the pan. 

 

 

 

Cleaning and maintenance 

 

CAUTION 

Possible damage to the mini pan! 

Leftovers that stick to the the pan can burn into the coating if not removed correctly. 

◆Clean the mini pan after each use. 

◆Clean the pan immediately after it has cooled down. Waiting too long makes 

cleaning unnecessarily difficult. 

◆Carefully scrape off any leftovers with the spatula (12). 

◆Wipe the appliance with a damp cloth or kitchen towel. 

 

NOTE 

If the mini pan cannot be easily cleaned, connect the appliance to the mains again, 

pour a little water into the mini pan and turn the selector switch (22) to the 

position. The pan is heated and any leftovers no longer stick to the surface. 

When the water has cooled down, leftovers can be wiped away. 

 

 

Housing 

Wipe the housing with a damp cloth. Use a little washing-up liquid to remove any 

stubborn stains. 

 

Crumb tray 

◆Pull the crumb tray (2) out of the device, empty it and wipe it with a damp cloth. 

◆Let the crumb tray dry completely and push it back into the appliance. 

 

Steamer insert and lid 

◆ Wash the steamer insert and the lid in warm dishwater. 

 

 

 

 

 



Technical data 

Model Magic Toaster with egg cooker 

Type number EUMFT 

Operating voltage 220-240 V AC 

Mains frequency 50 -60Hz 

Power consumption 

"Toasting" function 850 W 

"Mini pan" function 400 W 

Dimensions  405 x 200 x 235 mm(H x W x D) 

Approximate weight approx. 2.35 kg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


